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We report on progress in modeling of asteroids as col-
lections of rigid polyhedra (“rubble piles”). Such models are
(idealized) candidates for asteroid structures: aggregates of
irregular rocky sub-units that are held together by self-gravity
and friction. We have taken several steps toward greater re-
alism and physical interest in construction of the models (al-
though the gravitational fields are being treated in a simplified
manner).

The basic dynamics of rigid-body dynamics for our treat-
ment of this problem are given in Korycansky 2004 (Astro-
phys. Space. Sci, 291, 57, corrigendum 293, 363). The main
physical improvement for this work has been the addition of
friction and inelasticity in collisions. Computationally, other
steps that we have taken include the replacement of the full
polyhedron gravity fields with point-mass or next-higher-order
descriptions of forces and torques (e.g. MacCullagh formu-
lae, cf. Schutz 1981, Cel. Mech., 24, 173), in order to speed
up many-body calculations. We have improved the collision
detection algorithm (although yet better formulations are cer-
tainly available from the computational geometry literature).
One feature (or fudge) is the use of routine that administers
small

���
10 � 2 � nudges to pairs of objects that are found to

have inter-penetrated; this routine is especially helpful when
modeling nearly-static piles of units. So far calculations have
involved up to � 900 units in tests. Overall conservation of
linear and angular momentum is satisfactory.

Current work is driven by the identification of interesting
physical problems that can be addressed by the models. These
include the determination of characteristic levels of porosity
(void space) in rubble piles and the investigation of size-sorting

and segregation. Other questions include: How cohesive are
rubble piles? Are large blocks found in the interiors or ex-
teriors of asteroids? Do sub-catastrophic impacts rearrange
large blocks? How does porosity depend on characteristics of
the subunits and their interactions? An interesting question is
whether characteristics of polyhedron models will be signif-
icantly different from those of models made by other groups
that use spheres for sub-units.

We will present results from the simulation of various
simple models of processes involving rubble piles: formation
by aggregation of a “swarm” of sub-units, impacts, and tidal
encounters.
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Snapshot frames of a calculation are shown in Fig 1.
The calculation involved 200 polyhedra (irregular icosahe-
dra) given random velocities and masses (volumes) chosen
from a power law dN � dm ∝ m � 1. The gravitational fields
from individual objects were approximated by point-mass po-
tentials, but full kinetics for inelastic, frictional collisions
were included. After some tens of thousands of time steps
(∆t � 0 � 001

�
Gρ � � 1 	 2), most bodies had aggregated into a sin-

gle object, with several sub-units escaping due to collisions
that had fortuitously boosted their velocities. Fig. 2 shows the
center of mass position and the total angular momentum.

An animation of a sample calculation involving 200 poly-
hedra can be found on-line at
http://es.ucsc.edu/ � kory/rubble/geom.mpg.
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